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A first-principles-based effective Hamiltonian technique is used to investigate the polarization
switching mechanisms in two polymorphic phases of BiFeO3 (BFO) having no defects. The switching
mechanism is homogeneous for any switching field in the rhombohedral phase, while in the super-
tetragonal phase it changes from the classical nucleation and domain-wall motion to nucleation-
limited-switching with virtually no propagation, and then to homogeneous switching with increasing
electric field. The first two inhomogeneous switching mechanisms of the super-tetragonal phase of
BFO are thus intrinsic in nature, and can be well described by the classical and nucleation-limited
switching models, respectively. The reason behind their absence in the rhombohedral phase is also
indicated. Moreover, the field-induced changes of switching mechanism within the super-tetragonal
phase are further elucidated from an energetic point of view.

PACS numbers: 77.80.-e, 77.80.Fm, 77.84.-s

I. INTRODUCTION

Polarization switching under an applied electric field in
ferroelectric (FE) materials has been intensively studied
over many decades, and generates continuous interests
for both fundamental understanding and emerging tech-
nological devices1–3. Different types of switching mecha-
nisms have been observed in experiments, which resulted
in the development of several models to explain them.
For instance, the classic Kolmogorov-Avrami-Ishibashi
(KAI) model4–6 (Eq. 9 of the Supplemental Materials
or SM7) was proposed to explain the switching occur-
ring in some ferroelectrics through the process of inho-
mogeneous nucleation of reversed domains and domain-
wall motions – that is schematized in Fig. 1a. How-
ever, another inhomogeneous switching behavior was also
found in Pb(Zr,Ti)O3 (PZT)8–12 and BiFeO3 (BFO)13

thin films, which is represented in Fig. 1b. Such behav-
ior is well described by the nucleation-limited-switching
(NLS) model (see Eq. 10 of the SM7) that is based on
independent switching dynamics in different areas of the
film with limited propagation. Moreover, homogeneous
switching (which is schematized in Fig. 1c), i.e., continu-
ous switching without nucleation of domains, was also re-
alized in ferroelectric films being ultra thin (7 nm or less),
where extremely large electric field can be achieved14–17.

To the best of our knowledge, only a few atomistic
simulations have been performed to investigate polariza-
tion dynamics in ferroelectrics18–21, likely because such
simulations (especially, those involving inhomogeneous
switchings of Figs 1a and 1b) would require the use of
supercells that are too large for first-principles calcula-
tions. As a result, several questions remain elusive. For
instance, do inhomogeneous switchings naturally involve
extrinsic effects (e.g., defects, pre-existing domains, in-
terfaces with electrodes, etc.) or rather can they also
intrinsically occur in defect-free materials? In case they

do occur in compounds with no defects, are the KAI and
NLS models still applicable to describe them? One may
also wonder if the same system can exhibit the three dif-
ferent kinds of switchings shown in Fig. 1, depending
on the magnitude of the applied electric field, and what
physical quantity governs this hypothetical field-induced
change of switching mechanism. It is also of interest to
determine if different structural phases of the same com-
pound can exhibit different switching mechanisms, and,
if it is the case, why it is so.

FIG. 1. (Color online) Schematic illustration of three differ-
ent switching mechanisms: (a) nucleation followed by domain
growth (NDG); (b) nucleation limited (NL); and (c) homoge-
neous switching (HS). The arrows of different sizes and direc-
tions indicate the magnitude and direction of the polarization
during switching. Domains of different polarization are illus-
trated by different colors. The numbers at the bottom denote
the average (normalized) polarization.

In this Article, we aim to shed light on these open
questions by using a first-principle-based atomistic tech-
nique to study defect-free systems made of the most
known room-temperature multiferroic compound, that
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is BiFeO3 (BFO). Two phases are investigated, that
are the rhombohedral R3c (R) and the super-tetragonal
P4mm (T) phases22. Remarkably, without defects or
pre-existing domains, the switching mechanism in the
T phase is found to change with increasing the applied
electric field, starting from the nucleation and growth of
domains, followed by nucleation-limited, to end with ho-
mogeneous switching, with the first two steps being well
described by the KAI and NLS models, respectively. The
reason for the existence of these three different mech-
anisms within the T phase of BFO, depending on the
magnitude of the electric field, is also revealed. More-
over and in contrast to the T phase, the R phase of BFO
is found to exhibit a single switching mechanism, that
is of homogenous type. The microscopic origin of such
difference between the R and T phases is also provided.

This manuscript is organized as follows. A descrip-
tion of the computational method is provided in Section
II. Section III reports the simulated intrinsic switching
mechanisms in the R phase and the T phase, and the
underlying physics that can interpret the switching be-
haviors is discussed. Finally, we summarize the study in
Section IV.

II. METHODS

To study the switching dynamics in BFO, we adopt a
first-principle-based effective Hamiltonian (Heff) method,
as described in Ref.23 and references therein24–26. The
total energy EBFO({ui}, {ηH}, {ηI}, {ωi}, {mi}) of Heff

includes four types of degrees of freedom: 1) the local
modes {ui} centered on the B sites (i.e., on Fe ions),
which are proportional to the local electric dipole29,30; 2)
the homogeneous {ηH} and inhomogeneous {ηI} strain
tensors29,30; 3) the pseudo-vectors {ωi} that charac-
terize the antiferrodistortive (AFD) oxygen octahedral
tiltings31; and 4) the magnetic moments {mi} of the Fe
ions. (In all cases, the subscript i labels unit cells in our
simulated supercells.) Under an applied DC electric field,
an additional term −

∑
i pi ·Ei is incorporated, where the

local electric dipoles pi are computed from the product
between local modes {ui} and effective charges Z∗

i . This
Heff is then used for molecular dynamics (MD) simula-
tions, as detailed in Refs.27,28, which have successfully
reproduced ground state properties of bulk R3c phase of
BFO in the antiferromagnetic state27.

The R and T phases are simulated with a 48×48×6
(containing 69,120 atoms) supercell in terms of the 5-
atom perovskite cell, to allow mechanisms involving nu-
cleation and/or growth of domains having large lateral
sizes to occur, if energetically favorable. For the R phase,
all strain components are fully relaxed, to model bulk
BFO. On the other hand, for the T phase, the in-plane
ηH,1 and ηH,2 components (in Voigt notation) of the ho-
mogenous strain are fixed to a -6% strain with respect to
their relaxed value in the equilibrium R phase and ηH,6

is imposed to vanish, while other strain components are

allowed to relax during the MD simulations – in order
to mimic BFO films epitaxially grown on a highly com-
pressive substrate with biaxial stain. MD simulations
are carried out at 10 K, in order to minimize thermal
fluctuations (note that we numerically found that results
at 300 K are qualitatively similar, with slightly shorter
switching times).

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Let us first look at results about the R phase, which
is the ground state of BFO under zero or small strain22.
The initial optimized polarization with no strain is along
the [111] direction, and an electric field, E, of various
magnitude, i.e., ranging from 1 MV cm−1 to 50 MV
cm−1, is applied in the opposite [1̄1̄1̄] direction to the
same initial (i.e., E=0) configuration. Figure 2a shows
the polarization at each E field after equilibration is
reached. Technically, a time span of 20 ps is used in
the simulations and the average polarization is computed
from the last 5 ps of this time span. One can see from
Fig. 2a that the initial polarization of the R phase is not
switched until the electric field is equal to, or larger than,
a critical value EC=8 MV cm−1.

For electric fields that are capable of switching the ini-
tial polarization, the time evolution of the average pro-
jected component of the polarization along E (that is,
< P >= 1

V

∑
i di ·E/|E| with di being the local dipole

at site i and V being the volume of the whole supercell)
are shown in Fig. 2b. As one can expect, the switching
becomes faster with increasing E. Moreover, the homo-
geneity of the switching can be readily deduced from the
supercell average of the magnitude of the local dipoles
(< |P | >= 1

V

∑
i |di|), as shown in Fig. 2d. In fact, the

minimum of each curve reflects how homogeneous the
switching is, i.e., the closer < |P | > is to zero the more
homogeneous the switching is, and interestingly, switch-
ing in the R phase is found to be homogeneous across all
the field range, as indicated by the minimum of < |P | >
being close to zero (involves an intermediate state for
which all the local dipoles nearly vanish).

The characteristic time t0 at which < P > fully annihi-
lates (Fig. 2b) is determined for each field. The resulting
linear dependence of ln(t0) with 1/E in Fig. 2f can be
fitted to the Merz’s law t−1

0 ∝ exp(−Ea/E)32, which con-
firms that only a single switching mechanism occurs in
the R phase 33. One representative example (E=30 MV
cm−1) of the evolution of the polarization switching pat-
tern of the R phase in the (001) plane is shown in Fig.
3a, and demonstrates again its homogeneous character34.

The T phase is stable under a -6% epitaxial strain,
and it has an initial polarization +P along the [001]
direction35–39. An electric field is applied along the [001̄]
direction, also to the same initial (i.e., E=0) configura-
tion. As shown in Fig. 2a, the T phase has a slightly
lower critical field EC=5 MV cm−1 (leading to a polar-
ization switching) than the R phase.
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FIG. 2. (Color online) Properties related to the switching of the polarization. (a) Polarization as a function of electric field
after equilibrium is reached. (b-e) Time dependence of properties related to electric dipoles during switching under various
electric fields. (b,c) Polarization projected along the direction of the applied E-field. (d,e) Supercell average of the magnitude
of the local electric dipoles. (f) Logarithm of the zero-crossing characteristic time as a function of the inverse of the electric field
magnitude. Discrete points are calculated MD data, and lines are linear fits to the Merz’s Law. For the R phase, the initial
polarization is along the [111] direction and E is applied along the [1̄1̄1̄] direction. For the T phase, the initial polarization is
along the [001] direction and E is applied along the [001̄] direction.

The time evolution of < P > and < |P | > in the T
phase are depicted in Fig. 2c and 2e. Unlike the R phase
case, the minimum of < |P | > shows considerable vari-
ation with the electric field: it first increases with E,
reaching maximum at about 8 MV cm−1, then decreases
with further increase of E. Here, the local dipoles are
numerically found to have no significant deviation from
the axis aligned along both the initial polarization and
applied electric field. As a result, a non-zero minimum
of < |P | > is associated with inhomogeneous switching.
Only at high field the minimum of < |P | > becomes close
to zero, indicating a change to homogeneous switching.
From another point of view, the changing of switching
mechanism is also reflected from the fitting of t0 to the
Merz’s Law (Fig. 2f). One can identify three linear
regimes having clearly different slopes, and possessing
activation fields of 13.2, 24.2, and 79.3 MV cm−1 for the
field range of E <10 MV cm−1, 10 MV cm−1 < E < 30
MV cm−1, and E >30 MV cm−1, respectively.

Remarkably, these three linear regimes are found to
correspond to the three distinctively different switching
mechanisms that are schematized in Fig. 1. Evolution of
the dipole pattern in the (001) plane for three representa-
tive cases are illustrated in Figs. 3b-d (the corresponding
animations are provided in the SM). For low fields (Fig.
3b), one can clearly see that the switching occurs via nu-
cleation of domains (some domains switch earlier than
other parts of the system) followed by a lateral growth
and coalescence of these domains. For intermediate field
strength (Fig. 3c), the switching continues to occur in
a spatially inhomogeneous manner but no obvious do-

main wall motion and domain coalescence can be ob-
served, which is consistent with the picture of nucleation
limited switching40. For high fields (Fig. 3d), however,
the switching does not involve any nucleation (homoge-
neous), which can also be deduced from the nearly van-
ishing < |P | > (Fig. 2e for E larger than 30 MV cm−1).

Interestingly, to the best of our knowledge, these
three switching mechanisms were also found in
measurements15–17,41,42, albeit not in a single experi-
ment. For instance, Ref.42 observed in Pb(Zr,Ti)O3 ca-
pacitors that the switching rate is limited by domain wall
speed at low fields, but nucleation is the rate-limiting
mechanism in the high-field range. Moreover, switching
without domain formation (i.e., homogeneous switching)
was experimentally reported on ultrathin BaTiO3 and
PbTiO3 films, in which E reaches the intrinsic coercive
field of continuous switching15–17. It is worth noting that
defects are commonly believed to play a role in inhomo-
geneous switchings, since nucleation is sensitive to local
fluctuations and domain-wall propagation is affected by
defects9–11,41. Nevertheless, our defect-free simulations
imply that the inhomogeneous switching can also be of
intrinsic nature.

The fact that the R phase only possesses homogeneous
switching for any field above EC , while the T phase was
found to exhibit three different switching mechanisms,
arises from the existence of significant FeO6 octahedral
tiltings in the R phase and their strong coupling with
the electric dipoles in BFO. As illustrated in Fig. 4,
the FeO6 octahedral tiltings show closely correlated pat-
terns compared with those of electric dipoles during the
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FIG. 3. (Color online) Predicted evolution of the dipole pattern in the (001) plane for representative cases, simulated with
48×48×6 supercells. (a) the R phase under E=30 MV cm−1; (b) the T phase under E=8 MV cm−1; (c) the T phase under
E=20 MV cm−1; and (d) the T phase under E=40 MV cm−1. The colors (color code) denote different sign and magnitude of
the polarization, which is the projected value along the [111] direction for the R phase and along the [001] direction for the T
phase. The number below each image is the corresponding time in ps.

switching processes (Fig. 3). As a matter of fact, in
the R phase, there exists significant anti-phase AFD tilt-
ings about the [111] direction, with these tiltings staying
homogeneous and relatively unchanged (and strong) in
magnitude during the switching, as shown in Fig. 4a
(note that the axis of these tiltings is identical to the
direction of the polarization in the R phase because of
the strongly negative coefficient involved in a coupling
energy between the x and y (respectively, x and z, or y
and z) components of the oxygen octahedral tiltings and
the x and y (respectively, x and z, or y and z) compo-
nents of the polarization43). On the other hand and as
seen in Fig. 4b-d, our initial T phase possesses vanish-
ing AFD tiltings, due to the strong polarization along
the [001] direction and the strong repulsion between this
polarization and tiltings about the z-axis (due to the pos-
itive coefficient involved in a coupling energy between the
z component of the oxygen octahedral tiltings and the z
component of the polarization43). However, intermediate
states during the switchings of the T phase adopt regions
with small or vanishing polarization (see Fig. 3), which
favors the emergence of finite AFD tiltings in these re-
gions (see Fig. 4). The T phase can therefore develop an
inhomogeneous AFD pattern during the switching, unlike
in the R phase. All these facts explain why inhomoge-
neous dipolar switching occurs in the T phase but not in
the R phase.

Moreover, the time dependency of the polarization of
the three switching regimes in the T phase is further fit-
ted to the KAI4–6 and NLS9 models. As shown in the
SM7, the KAI model provides a better fitting than NLS
for the low-field data (corresponding to the nucleation fol-
lowed by domain growth shown in Fig. S1b of the SM7),
while the NLS model fits better for the intermediate-
field case (being associated with nucleation only, see Fig.
S1c of the SM7). Such findings are consistent with the
physical ground of the KAI and NLS models, and demon-
strate that such models are also applicable for polariza-
tion switching in defect-free materials.

Let us now demonstrate that the switching mecha-
nisms occuring in the R and T phases can be understood
from an energetic point of view. For that, let us first re-
alize that, without applying an electric field (i.e., for the
E=0 case in the schematized Fig. 5a), the +P and −P
states are degenerate and separated by an energetic bar-
rier. With increasing the magnitude of E (lower panel
of Fig. 5a), the −P state, for which the polarization is
along the same direction as E, is favored over the +P
state (initial state), since this latter has a polarization
that is opposed to the applied field. The barrier height
and the energetic variation with respect to P is deter-
mined by the path via which the switching occurs. It
is intuitive that the homogeneous switching schematized
in Fig. 1c corresponds to a symmetric energetic path
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FIG. 4. (Color online) Predicted evolution of the AFD pattern in the (001) plane for representative cases, simulated with
48×48×6 supercells. (a) the R phase under E=30 MV cm−1; (b) the T phase under E=8 MV cm−1; (c) the T phase under
E=20 MV cm−1; and (d) the T phase under E=40 MV cm−1. The colors (color code) denote different magnitude of the
tiltings, which is the projected value (absolute value for better visualization) along the [111] direction for the R phase and along
the [001] direction for the T phase. The number below each image is the corresponding time in ps. The corresponding dipolar
patterns are shown in Fig. 3.

(red curve in the upper panel of Fig. 5a). On the other
hand, we numerically find (see the SM7) that the paths
are asymmetric for the inhomogeneous switching mecha-
nisms schematized in Figs. 1a and 1b. Furthermore, the
homogeneous path (to be denoted as HS) has the largest
barrier, while the nucleation with domain growth path
(to be coined the NDG path) has the lowest barrier. The
nucleation-limited path (to be denoted as the NL path)
involves a barrier of intermediate magnitude.

With the single HS mechanism, the calculated switch-
ing barrier of the R phase is shown in Fig. 5b. The
barrier decreases with increasing E and is estimated to
vanish at E slightly above 10 MV cm−1, which agrees
well with the critical field of 8 MV cm−1 in Fig. 2a.

For the T phase, the barrier height δU decreases for
any of the three mechanisms, with respect to the in-
crease of E, because the barrier decreases by the amount
of (P − Psaddle) · E, where P is the initial polarization
and Psaddle is the polarization of the saddle point of the
path. For a semi-quantitative understanding, we decided
to select three different representative paths found in our
MD simulations, each associated with a distinct switch-
ing mechanism of the polarization of the T phase: the
nucleation with domain growth path occurring for E=8
MV cm−1, the nucleation limited path followed at 20
MV cm−1, and the homogeneous path adopted by the T

phase when under a field of 40 MV cm−1. As explained
in the SM7, the internal energy of each state involved in
these three paths is then computed under various fields
ranging from 0 to 50 MV cm−1. The resulting barriers
for the NDG, NL and HS paths are found to be equal
to 36, 190, and 494 meV/f.u., respectively, at E=0, and
then all decrease as E increases until annihilating. This
vanishing of these barriers occurs at fields of ∼10, ∼20,
and ∼30 MV cm−1 for the NDG, NL and HS paths,
respectively. Interestingly, these three latter fields are
rather close to the three critical fields of 5, 12, and 30
MV cm−1 delimiting the different switching mechanisms
found in the MD simulations (see Fig. 2f and the inset
of Fig. 5b). This similarity is rather remarkable when
realizing that some approximations were taken to com-
pute the data of Fig. 5b (in particular, we use the same
initial, intermediate and final MD-extracted structures
in the NL path for any field), and indicate that the ex-
istence of three different and field-dependent switching
mechanisms arise from the existence of three different
barriers that are annihilated at different electric fields.
Moreover, the change of switching mechanism at E=12
MV cm−1 (respectively, at E=30 MV cm−1) from NDG
to NL (respectively, from NL to HS), despite the fact
that the NDG path has (respectively, both NDG and NL
paths have) already a zero barrier, can be understood as
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FIG. 5. (Color online) Energetics related to switching mecha-
nisms. (a) Schematic energy landscape without and with ap-
plied E field, for the three identified switching mechanisms:
red, green, and blue curves for the HS, NL, and NDG paths,
respectively. The initial state is +P for E <0 (for the case
of the initial state being P and for E >0, the energy land-
scape of the right side of Panel (a) is reverted with respect
to the vertical axis defined by P=0). (b) Calculated barriers
as a function of the electric field. The inset illustrates the
switching mechanisms with varying E in the T and R phases.

follows: the adopted switching path is the one that not
only involves a low barrier that can be overcome by the
thermal energy but also is the shortest in time among
all possible paths. For instance and as shown in Fig. 2f
by extrapolating the fitted straight lines of the NDG and
NL mechanisms down to low 1/E values, the homoge-
neous switching of all the dipoles allows, for fields larger
than 30 MV cm−1, the fastest annihilation of < P > as
compared with the inhomogeneous paths.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In summary, we have discovered that the switching
of polarization in the super-tetragonal phase of BFO
can be intrinsically inhomogeneous as well as homoge-
neous, which mainly depends on the magnitude of the
applied electric field. On the other hand, the rhombo-
hedral phase, for which the polarization is strongly cou-
pled to oxygen octahedral tiltings, only exhibits homoge-
neous switching. These different mechanisms are well ex-
plained by the field-dependence of the switching barriers
as well as the hierarchy of these barriers between differ-
ent switching processes. It is also worth mentioning that,
while the focus of this study is about intrinsic switchings
in bulk ferroelectrics, extrinsic effects (such as surface
and electrode) can have a quantitative effect by modify-
ing the value of critical fields, as suggested by Ref.44,
but not altering the field-induced change of switching
mechanisms we presently report, as such change is con-
sistent with the experimental trend of changing mecha-
nisms with respect to the applied field. In some cases,
they can also promote inhomogeneous switching over ho-
mogeneous mechanism, as indicated in Ref.45 because of
the presence of interfacial defects.
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